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Rational, analytical, directed approaches for strategy creation and execution may work for creating value by
conventional, hierarchically structured organizations operating in stable environments. However, when the basis
of competition shifts from product features to an experience delivered by a network of independently acting
participants in a complex and fast-evolving market environment, approaches based on command and control
do not work. For order to emerge from such chaos and to gain more control over success, strategy based on
reason alone is not enough to inspire action in others. To understand what it takes to effectively make strategy
under such circumstances, this article shows how the UK’s Royal Marines, in collaboration with more than a
dozen different stakeholder groups, developed a novel adaptation of wargaming to affect strategic change
in Afghanistan. It also demonstrates the broad applicability of this strategic approach. (Keywords: Strategy
Making, Strategic Agility, Wargaming, Networks)

In response to constantly evolving market pressures, pioneering companies
have always sought new ways of structuring information flows and
arranging assets and resources to create offerings customers want and
expect. Therefore, as the basis of competition shifted over time from capi-

tal to information and now innovation, organizational designs coevolved with it.
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, organizations were designed
to best utilize physical assets for the efficient mass production of standardized
products through centrally coordinated, vertically integrated hierarchies. To keep
pace with the movement from standardized to customized products and services
in an increasingly deregulated global market place, the mid- to late twentieth cen-
tury saw organization designs shift to matrix and value chain forms that were bet-
ter geared to utilizing information. Today, in the face of unprecedented pressures
to rapidly and continuously adapt to a complex, dynamic, uncertain, and highly
interconnected global environment, many organizations are moving towards
multi-firm or multi-actor network designs.1

In moving to a network design, leading organizations are going beyond
transactional relationships with upstream and downstream partners typical of
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traditional supply chain models. They are develop-
ing trust-based, mutually beneficial, and enduring
relationships with diverse participants to co-create
customer solutions or experiences. As part of this
process, organizations tend to shrink their organi-
zational activities and rely increasingly on others
to complement these for profitable growth. How-
ever, how far organizations go with this differs
(see Figure 1).2

The topic of organizational design has
recently seen an increase in scholarly interest, triggered by design challenges such
as agility, resilience, customer centricity, social responsibility, and innovation. How-
ever, the question of how to make strategy (i.e., the intellectual act of creating strat-
egy and the practical act of executing strategy) in a multi-actor network context
appears to have received little attention in the literature to date. The purpose of this
article is to address this gap and develop a practical approach for strategy making by
networks along the “closed community/managed ecosystem” axis. The reason for
focusing on these network designs is that they appear more relevant for businesses
desiring to move beyond traditional supply chain models than for the radically
different open-community model. (From here onwards, these two network types
will simply be referred to as “networks”.)

Strategy as a “Wicked” Problem

The shift to competing through networks creates new challenges for strat-
egy making across organizational boundaries. The reason is that these networks
are broader in scope than the conventional idea of a supply chain where the
focus is on the roles participants play in the order fulfillment process (“extended
enterprise,” see Figure 1). Here, the decision by an organization to participate
may be dependent on the willingness or reluctance of other similar or different
organizations to participate (e.g., leading hardware, software, telecommunication
companies, and major content providers in the cases of Apple and Google), or it
may be a necessity to attract certain customers but an obstacle to reach others.
Hence, the relationships between participants within and across these networks are
not linear and static but interdependent and dynamic. This leads to the emergence
of complex, unpredictable, and largely uncontrollable participant and network
behaviors.3

These situations pose what Horst Rittel and Melvin Webber called “wicked”
problems—problems that are difficult to come to grips with and that constantly
change in unexpected and irreversible ways whenever participants act.4 Tackling
these problems cannot be done by network participants independently as that
would only exacerbate the problem, rather it requires collaboration—even if by
a small cluster of participants just to get started.5

To deal with these challenges, the strategy and complexity literature suggest
the adoption of a combined deliberate and emergent strategic planning approach.6

Although relevant in principle, many of these approaches tend to focus only on
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strategy formulation, ignoring the practical act of strategy execution that is key to
transforming ideas into reality—an area where many organizations struggle.7 Fur-
ther, they tend to view planning from the perspective of a single focal organization,
which offers the benefits of enabling the use of the organization’s corporate identity
to provide direction and focus attention on threats and opportunities.8 However,
an emerging network lacks such an identity and it cannot be assumed to view

FIGURE 1. Taxonomy of Network Designs (after Gulati, Puranam, and Tushman *)
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* Adapted from Table 1 in R. Gulati, P. Puranam, and M. Tushman, “Meta-Organization Design: Rethinking Design in Inter-
organizational and Community Contexts,” Strategic Management Journal, 33/6 ( June 2012): 571-586. Copyright © 2012 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd. This material is reproduced with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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the world from the outset through a single lens as participants will come to it with
different, perhaps even competing, perceptions. This also highlights the role of emo-
tion and meaning in inspiring participants to join, something that these planning
approaches tend to overlook in favor of reasoning.9 Related to this, whereas exec-
utives of a focal organization have the statutory mandate to direct strategy, these
leaders lack the power to do this at the network level as each participant is free
to act.10 Competing successfully as a network, therefore, presents a broader range
of practical issues than have been addressed by the extant literature. In particular,
it requires an approach that can reconcile competing viewpoints into a shared situ-
ational understanding, create a compelling purpose, and maintain unity of effort
across a diverse and leaderless network to achieve commonly desired outcomes in
the face of wicked problems.

Challenges to Strategy Making in the Face of
“Wicked” Problems

Wicked Problems

The roots of the traditional strategy schools of design, positioning, and
planning—which dominate the strategy literature, MBA strategy courses, and
practice—can be traced back to the industrial age.11 In that era, the idea that pervaded
management thinking, and continues to do so in government and industry today, was
efficiency. By viewing the machines that were the source of wealth in that period as
a model for business, strategy became regarded as a process of designing solutions
for structurally complex problems, based on the premises that:

§ it is possible to know all that needs to be known to create perfect plans, as
the world can be seen as consisting of separate “objects” that behave in lin-
ear fashion;

§ managers create these plans and workers execute these as instructed, i.e.,
planning and execution are separate activities; and

§ there is only one way to achieve optimal performance and workers’ initiative
is thus not desired.12

Specifically, under these conditions the strategy process becomes one of
diligent rational analysis where executives set and review objectives, identify stra-
tegic options, allocate resources, and coordinate, monitor, and control the pro-
gramming and implementation of initiatives by lower level managers.

However, the social world is not a structurally complex system like a machine
where the freedom of action by the constituent parts is limited. Instead, it is an inter-
actively complex system where participants are free to act according to their own
circumstances and requirements. By doing so, players create effects that simulta-
neously change the circumstances and requirements of other participants. As a result
of the free interactions between the interconnected participants, these systems behave
in complex, unpredictable, and largely uncontrollable ways. This emergent complex
behavior, however, is changeable: participants create, deactivate, and change the
strength of their social ties over time for any number of reasons, which changes their
behavior as well as the structure of the networks in which they participate.13
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Contrary to the (flawed) assumptions underpinning the traditional strategy
schools, business environments are, therefore, not characterized by repeatable
cause-and-effects that can be understood better by collecting more information or
buildingmore sophisticatedmodels. Instead, they are characterized by the continuous
cascading of irreversible effects, resulting from innumerable causes and interactions
that are not mathematically computable. Hence, information about the social world:

§ is infinite, volatile, complex, uncertain, and ambiguous;

§ has a time-dependent value;

§ is not necessarily true, accurate, or known, and which may be known,
unknown, or unknowable;

§ can reasonably be interpreted in more than one way as it is dependent on
individual perceptions, shaped by cultural values and norms, knowledge,
experience, and cognitive biases such as confirmation bias, anchoring, loss
aversion, and overconfidence; and

§ may be hard to capture in discrete form (for example, it is difficult to clearly
articulate emotions, for which people rely on metaphors, imagery, and
analogies—even if information can be captured in discrete form, different
pieces of information may not necessarily fit seamlessly together like jigsaw
puzzle pieces).14

The learning school recognizes these challenges, leading to an emergent
approach to strategy planning based on the premises that:

§ complex environments preclude deliberate control;

§ strategies evolve as a result of an organic, reactive, learn-as-you-go approach,
first as patterns out of the past and only later as plans for the future; and

§ the role of leadership is to manage the strategic learning process, not to
preconceive deliberate plans.

Although these premises are valid, they are only so to a degree. First, environ-
ments may be complex, but that does not preclude players from taking initiative.
Control is therefore not impossible but limited. Further, without some degree of
understanding of what needs to be achieved and how, a pure emergent approach
becomes too reactive to external threats and opportunities, which is high risk in
today’s failure intolerant business world. A combined deliberate and emergent
approach is thus needed for progressing with purpose in the face of volatile, complex,
uncertain, and ambiguous environmental conditions.15

As mentioned earlier, Rittel and Webber referred to such conditions as
“wicked” problems (the problems scientists and engineers focus on are referred to
as “tame” or “benign”) and identified the following characteristics:

§ the problem is not understood until after the formulation of a solution;

§ wicked problems have no stopping rule;

§ solutions to wicked problems are not right or wrong;

§ every wicked problem is essentially novel and unique;

§ every solution to a wicked problem is a “one shot operation”; and

§ wicked problems have no given alternative solutions.16
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Dealing with these problems has significant implications for strategy making,
i.e., strategy creation and execution. It requires an approach that is more sophi-
sticated than a simple combination of the deliberate and emergent schools, as the
nature of the problems to tackle is social, not scientific.

Implications for Strategy Creation

According to strategic theory, strategy is concerned with the coherent linking
of ends (goals), ways (the how), and means (resources, including individuals’ or
organizations’ willingness to act) based on assumptions about the environment
and the problem at hand. To be effective, a strategy must include prioritization of
goals, sequencing of actions (since sufficient resources are not always available to
pursue all goals simultaneously), and measures to determine success. Given the
nature of interactively complex problems, this is an iterative process, as information
about unfolding events will not only verify or discredit underpinning assumptions
(or highlight deficiencies in the original plan), but also indicate the emergence of
new threats and opportunities that will need to be addressed.17

The strategy creation process is composed of a number of steps, which are
preceded by a leader (an individual or organization) recognizing the need for
action:

§ identifying, engaging, and involving relevant stakeholders and subject mat-
ter experts (individuals and/or organizations);

§ environmental scanning to develop situational understanding;

§ developing a shared purpose or vision;

§ identifying tasks and understanding operating constraints (which com-
bined with answers from the previous steps inform the development of
possible courses of action); and

§ detailed planning of a chosen course of action for implementation.

Stakeholder Participation

As an individual leader is likely to lack the ability to get a grip on wicked
problems, a collection of stakeholders or subject matter experts, each having differ-
ent perspectives and insights relevant to the problem at hand, may be able to tame
the problem sufficiently to move forward with confidence. This means that the
strategy planning process needs to be inclusive—vertically and laterally. However,
for this process to be productive it must take place within a context of an inspiring
cause, i.e., it must hold intrinsic interest for others to want to join the emerging net-
work. To affect this, the leader needs to understand what matters to her as well as
what others care about to identify a common cause that will bring diverse partici-
pants together. Further, during the engagement, participants must have the feeling
that their contribution is heard and valued, which requires relationships based on
trust, open minds, and a willingness to listen. When such conditions exist, people
tend to experience an energizing effect or sense of personal fulfillment from con-
tributing to something that is larger than themselves. In other words, they will be
intrinsically motivated to make a difference.18
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Environmental Scanning

An inclusive planning process needs to be based on open communication
between participants as the development of common situational understanding
results from interpreting environmental data and internalizing diverse perspectives
through inquiry and advocacy. The latter is an iterative shaping or learning process
that can take place through first-hand experience as well as vicarious experiences
such as simulations, gaming, or observations, including case studies.19 To be effec-
tive, this learning process needs to be guided by asking the right questions. For
example, questions that help to:

§ identify and understand past blind spots, i.e., events that were missed in
the past and had major consequences;

§ find suitable analogies from other industries to see a similar situation
through different lenses, which may reveal unexplored risks and opportu-
nities;

§ identify important signals that are normally rationalized away and/or sub-
ject matter experts who can provide unconventional perspectives; and

§ identify possible future surprises (good and bad), emerging developments
that could change the rules of the game, as well as “unthinkable” scenarios
that would be easily dismissed as highly unlikely but may contain key indi-
cators that provide early warning for impending change.20

Shared Purpose or Vision

Regardless of the type of learning experience, the process of inquiry and
advocacy is mediated through dialogue or storytelling. It is through the narrative
process that participants explore and make sense of strategic issues at a personal
level, reach consensus, and develop a deeper sense of shared purpose than can
be achieved through rational analysis. Hence, it creates a shared frame of refer-
ence that acts as a touchstone for decision making, something that is assumed
present in intra-organizationally focused approaches.21

Courses of Action

The dialogic process that gives rise to a shared purpose also creates in
participants’ minds a cognitive gap between their current view of reality and the
desired state. This gap forms the basis for the discovery of alternative solutions
through the connection of diverse insights and competencies. To facilitate choosing
between alternative solutions or options, dialectic processes such as red teaming
(e.g., devil’s advocacy, role-playing, surrogate adversary, Team A/Team B, and
decision markets) are needed. These contrarian approaches challenge assumptions
and beliefs rather than seek consensus and commitment, thereby improving the
quality of decisions. In other words, the planning process must combine divergent
and convergent thinking.22

Planning for Action

Lastly, to be effective and support rapid implementation, an inclusive plan-
ning process must also have a rational element that facilitates the coherent linking
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of ends, available ways, and existing means such that it enables participants to over-
come identified challenges in pursuit of desired outcomes. This includes under-
standing what means are available across the network and when, who will be
responsible for what, dependencies between participants and activities, priorities
and timings, and operating boundaries. Given the uncertainty and ambiguity of
the environment, the strategy created at this stage cannot be a single focused line
of attack as emphasized by traditional approaches. Instead, the strategy must be
robust, i.e., it must be capable of performing well in a variety of possible future sce-
narios based on risk factors identified in earlier steps. To effect this and reduce the
network’s exposure to environmental uncertainties, a strategy can contain prelimi-
nary actions to “shake the tree” (i.e., piloting small, diverse actions and observing
responses to explore the environment and reduce uncertainty), branch plans that
deal with or take advantage of uncertain events if and when these take place, as
well as contingency plans in the case of show-stopping events.23

In summary, for a network-based strategy creation process to be effective, it
must take the form of an interactive and collaborative storytelling process, the
emerging narrative being the strategy in which participants understand not only
their roles, but also their freedom to improvise. Contrary to the traditional strategy
schools, this perspective recognizes the multiple and interlinked realities different
network participants bring to the table, and serves as a lens through which appar-
ently independent and disconnected events and perceptions are seen as related
parts of a whole. As such, the process facilitates the development of meaning and
purpose, provides direction, expands perception (and thus choices and action reper-
toires), and is intimately tied to participant acceptance, approval, and adoption
through their early engagement.

Implications for Strategy Execution

As General Dwight D. Eisenhower once said, “In preparation for battle
I have always found that plans are useless, but planning is indispensable.” Under-
pinning this insight is the recognition that unforeseen and unforeseeable factors
such as mistakes, delays, emerging opportunities, and chance events can create
enormous difficulties for the realization of any plan. In complex and fast-evolving
environments, such unexpected events are to be expected. It is for this reason that
purpose is always more important than any pre-defined task. However, it also indi-
cates the importance of being able to adapt rapidly (response) and flexibly (range of
options) to new and potentially disruptive developments during the execution of
strategy in order to achieve desired outcomes.

At the operational level, this adaptive ability is referred to as “strategic
flexibility.” It focuses on an organization’s ability to respond to a variety of require-
ments, which exist within defined constraints, either rapidly (e.g., quickly increasing
or decreasing production volumes) or flexibly (e.g., switching from producing one
option to another) or both. At the strategic level (organization and network), this
ability is referred to as “strategic agility,” and it focuses on the ability to adapt rapidly
and flexibly to unforeseen changes in the external environment. These two concepts
both refer to coordination and resource flexibility. Yet, they apply at different levels
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and are complementary—“agility” at the organizational and network levels requires
“flexibility” at the operational level.24

According to the literature on strategic agility, the ability to adapt rapidly
and flexibly is based on the presence of three meta-capabilities:

§ sensitivity—the ability to quickly identify and make sense of incipient trends
and developments as they emerge and evolve;

§ unity—the ability to rapidly respond as one in the face of changing circum-
stances to achieve common goals; and

§ fluidity—the ability to easily re-organize people, resources, processes, and
systems to suit the task.25

When these meta-capabilities are in place, an organization or network is able
to recognize when events render original plans obsolete (“sensitivity”), to decide
how best to adapt (“unity”), and is motivated to move forward (“fluidity”). The
foundation for these meta-capabilities is laid during the planning stages, which
re-establishes the connection between strategy planning and execution.

Of course, agility doesn’t happen by itself—it is the result of people making
and acting upon decisions. In traditional, hierarchically structured organizations—
with clear divisions of roles and accountabilities, and knowledge and power con-
centrated at the top—these decisions are essentially directed and controlled by the
executive leadership. However, in networks this is typically not the case: knowledge
and power are dispersed. Each participant that joins the network is equal to any
other participant, and each is responsible for his or her own actions. Enacting agility
at the network level thus requires a different approach to leadership and manage-
ment. From the literature on complex adaptive systems, it follows that this is
achieved through ideology, i.e., a shared purpose, values, norms, and beliefs that
act as a touchstone, complemented by inspirational, collaborative, and boundary-
spanning leadership at all levels. This underscores the importance of an inclusive
planning approach. Further, when people and organizations come together with the
same belief systems and purpose, trust emerges. This encourages self-organization
around information, the creation of relationships to effect decisions with others,
and mutual support. It is this fundamental desire to share and contribute, fuelled
by a sense of shared purpose, that gives rise to unity of effort during execution of
strategy and achieves progress in the face of challenging environmental conditions.26

Strategy Making as a Form of Play

Upon reflection, the activities identified in the previous sections as necessary
elements for an approach to strategymaking by networks show a remarkable resem-
blance to the elements of social play. For example, children and young animals learn
about their world and the rules of engagements with friends and foes through explo-
ration, role-playing pretend narratives, and imagining possibilities (i.e., simulation
and testing, in a penalty-free setting). By engaging in play activities, they

§ improve their problem-solving and creative thinking abilities,

§ increase their self-motivation and confidence,
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§ improve their emotional intelligence and ability to interact socially,

§ develop a shared language and identity that can be used in future strategiz-
ing, and

§ enhance their sense of involvement and ownership, which contributes to
team building and group cohesion.27

Play is thus about more than simply practicing physical, intellectual, and
social skills needed in the future. Play is also a means to quickly learn how to nav-
igate the world and adapt to it without being directly at risk. Far from being a
non-productive activity only for children, its evolutionary purpose is to prepare
us for the unexpected in novel environmental and social circumstances. As the
social world constantly changes in complex, unpredictable, and largely uncontrol-
lable ways, play remains of vital importance throughout life. Those who stop
developing and exploring new territories (e.g., through engaging in sports, books,
storytelling, arts, acting, movies, research, and professional development) share
the same fate of all animals that grow out of play. Their behavior becomes fixed
and performance declines. This also applies to organizations.28

The purpose of the strategy-making process—in particular, the aspect of
strategy creation—is the same as that of play: to prepare the organization for
the unexpected in order to survive and thrive. Given that strategy making is a
social process and humans are hardwired to play together, it is perhaps no coinci-
dence that the same elements feature in both activities.

Strategy making, however, is not like the free-play children engage in:

§ the process tends to be more structured;

§ the roles of participants are usually fixed;

§ there are a priori rules that must be followed (e.g., physical, legal, and ethical),
while others can be creatively challenged during the process (e.g., basis of
competition); and

§ penalties for mistakes made during the execution phase can be serious (e.g.,
loss of customers and revenue, decline in share price, reputational damage).

This brings strategy making closer to the notion of gaming.

The difference between play and gaming, however, is fuzzy, as both concepts
are difficult to define. At a basic level, play and gaming are, like love, primal, pre-
conscious, and preverbal activities. They are characterized by freedom and flexibility.
Anyone can engage in them, but what is play or a game to one (e.g., parachuting
from a airplane) is not necessarily the same for another. In general, however,
play and gaming can be described simply as “non-serious” variants of functional
behavior. In play, the emphasis tends to be on the enacted behaviors rather than
the function, and participants can choose to reciprocate roles. In games, rules
tend to be pre-determined and participants are expected to follow these or face
some form of penalty (e.g., three strikes and you’re out in a baseball game). How-
ever, not all games are alike. Some games have few rules that are applied flexibly
(e.g., improvisational theatre), making them similar to play, whereas others have
many rules that are more rigidly enforced (e.g., many sports, board and video
games).29
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Bringing together the notions of strategy and gaming is not new, as
demonstrated by the frequent use of sports metaphors in business. More specifi-
cally, simulating strategy or tactics based on real, historic, anticipated, or potential
environments without risking resources and effort is as old as strategy itself.
Derived from military practices, these simulation processes are often referred to
as “wargaming.” In its common form, wargaming is a structured interactive
approach in which a group of stakeholders or players test one or more proposed
strategies or tactics. This dialectic process can be carried out on a tabletop or
whiteboard, which allows freedom to develop understanding. It can also be
performed on a computer, in which case the analysis is more data and algo-
rithm-driven. Scenario thinking or planning is a variant of wargaming. Here
the emphasis tends to be on imagining and testing plausible futures and making
flexible long-term plans, i.e., it is a more play-like, dialogic process.30

From Theory to Practice

The literature offers numerous practical and/or conceptual suggestions for
dealing with the issues discussed earlier. A practical framework that integrates
all the dialogic, dialectic, emotional, and rational elements identified as necessary
for network-based strategy making in the face of wicked problems appears to be
lacking. The concept of gaming, however, may offer insight into how to accom-
plish this.

As part of a three-year research project by one of the authors into the
extreme adaptability of the UK’s elite Royal Marines, it came to light that their
3 Commando Brigade had successfully developed and applied a wargaming-based
approach for strategy making by networks. This approach had come about as a
result of unexpected changes in circumstances during their 2008/2009 Afghanistan
deployment. It was developed by thirteen people within the Brigade Headquarters’
Core Planning Team: four women from the media, government, legal, and police;
the Head of the Provincial Reconstruction Team and his deputy; a representative
of the Danish unit attached to the Brigade; and six senior Royal Marines staff offi-
cers. The other author of this article was one of these officers.

For the research reported here, we were able to gain access to and inter-
view in-depth the six Royal Marines officers involved only (three Majors, two
Lieutenant Colonels, and a Brigadier General). These interviews, informed by
the literature, lasted between 1 and 2 hours. In a number of instances, multiple
meetings were held with the same individuals to explore emerging insights in
more detail or from different perspectives to ensure greater reliability. In total
ten interviews were conducted. These interviews were transcribed, analyzed,
and written up into a case study by one of the authors. This case study was
reviewed independently by two of the officers interviewed for accuracy. Further,
given his security clearance at the time, the other author was able to verify, and
correct where necessary, particular aspects by means of the formal (classified)
campaign records. This case study was then used to explore how the Royal
Marines had integrated the elements identified separately from the literature into
a practical framework.
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The Royal Marines’ Experience

Dislocation of Expectation

On October 8, 2008, the Royal Marines of 3 Commando Brigade started their
third tour of duty in Afghanistan’s Helmand province. In the preceding twelve
months, the Brigade had prepared meticulously for their role in implementing the
next phase of NATO’s International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission. How-
ever, three days into their tour, information was rapidly coming in through commu-
nication intercepts, informants, and patrol reports that contradicted the expectations
that underpinned the Royal Marines’ campaign strategy. They had assumed that the
Taliban would lack the intent and capability to execute a major assault in Central
Helmand, home to the Provincial Governor and 3 Commando Brigade HQ, after a
hard summer of fighting with the Marines’ predecessors, 16 Air Assault Brigade.
Consequently, the area was very lightly defended. This turned out to be a mistake.
Unprecedented, three to four hundred Taliban fighters were reported approaching
the provincial capital frommultiple directions with the intent of killing the governor
and ejecting ISAF from Central Helmand. If successful, it would enable the Taliban to
claim a strategic victory. This prospect shocked everyone in Brigade HQ as it would
mean mission failure, do considerable damage to the Royal Marines’ long and proud
reputation, and have far-reaching consequences for the success of NATO’s mission in
Afghanistan. This was unacceptable. Fortunately, the outnumbered Royal Marine,
NATO, and Afghan national security forces in the provincial capital were able to
cause the Taliban to retreat after an intense battle—for the moment.

Chaotic Situational Understanding

The temporary defeat of the Taliban, a militant and political network driven
by an extreme Islamic ideology, in the battle for the hearts and minds of the Afghan
population was no cause for celebration. The Royal Marines knew that they had
been fortunate that their information was good even if their strategy was less so.
However, unless this unexpected threat was addressed quickly, it could re-emerge
and cause havoc. As 3 Commando Brigade’s existing campaign strategy was unable
to prevent this from happening, it was discarded. A new strategy was needed but
time and resources were limited. Crucially, it would require the support and involve-
ment of more than a dozen stakeholders, many over whom the Royal Marines had
little to no control (see Figure 2). To complicate matters, not all stakeholders, some of
them very powerful, agreed that a new strategy was even necessary. Those stake-
holders that did appreciate the need for change had different reservations about
its implications. This made the situation faced by 3 Commando Brigade HQ highly
complex and ambiguous. The multiple uncertainties concerning the Taliban’s next
moves and the large number of stakeholders—each having different beliefs, inter-
ests, and capabilities—could interact in so many unpredictable ways that potential
outcomes were impossible to predict. Not only that, this high level of ambiguity hin-
dered the rapid development of a new, effective strategy, as this requires a good
enough understanding of the environment. The risks of proceeding without this
understanding would be unacceptably high.

The Brigade commander and his staff appreciated that their conventional
approach for creating situational awareness, strategy, and plans could not deal
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effectively and efficiently with the situation faced. This approach was well suited
for predictable force-on-force scenarios and hierarchical commands common in
Cold War era scenarios, but not for today’s fast-evolving interactions within and
between networks of diverse stakeholders acting according to their own circum-
stances and requirements. To solve this problem, the Royal Marines needed an
approach that could gradually reduce the level of ambiguity faced and help move
the widely distributed collection of stakeholders to a position in which they would
behave like a single purposeful entity—of their own volition. It struck one Royal
Marine officer in the Brigade HQ that one strategy tool that naturally accommo-
dates multiple participants and perspectives is wargaming. However, the Marines’
approach to wargaming was geared to testing proposed courses of action before
risking resources and effort. To make it appropriate for strategy making, the Core
Planning Team applied the principles of wargaming in novel ways, defining the
approach more broadly as “a structured interactive work-through of an actual

FIGURE 2. The Network of Stakeholders Within Which 3 Commando Brigade HQ
Operated During Their 2008/9 Deployment to Afghanistan’s Helmand
Province
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or assumed real-life situation or problem [a narrative] using the principles of
gaming,” thereby opening the approach to include dialogic processes.

Scenario Wargaming

Getting the right internal and external stakeholders to participatewas the first step
of the transformed wargaming process (see also Sidebar 1). There were three
reasons for this. First, in order to form a new strategy, the Royal Marines needed
to understand the situation at hand better. The information they had relied on to
inform their previous strategy had been proven to be inadequate. More and in par-
ticular different sources of insight were needed. Although some of these insights
could be gained through the Royal Marines’ own intelligence channels, others
were only available through their external stakeholders. Second, the intelligence
gathered from the various sources had to be synthesized, requiring the combined
knowledge and experience of stakeholders, and then turned into a shared situa-
tional understanding upon which all could and were willing to subsequently act.
Third, although some stakeholders would not be able to shape the new strategy
or be part of its execution, e.g., the media, they would judge the consequences.
As their opinions could affect the strategic outcome, e.g., through news reporting,
their early engagement was critical.

SIDEBAR 1. Practical Considerations for
Wargaming

How are stakeholders identified?

Initially, judgment and conventional stakeholder management tools
can be used to identify key stakeholders. As the process progresses, it
should become obvious if or when a key perspective is missing. The mem-
bership of a wargaming group therefore needs to be flexible to ensure that
the emerging narrative is subjected to the experience and perspective of
new minds.

There is always the potential for the balance of stakeholders to be
wrong or for some stakeholders to exert too much influence. This is why
the role of the game controller is key (see Figure 2). This individual must
provide the structure, discipline, and rigor necessary to enable constructive
engagement between the stakeholders and the strategic problem being
considered such that no stakeholder becomes too influential or dominant.
Without strong facilitation, the wargaming approach may create more prob-
lems than it solves.

How long should wargaming last to be effective?

We need to distinguish between a wargame and the process of
wargaming. A wargame may last between one and three hours, while

continued on next page
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the process of wargaming may constitute several wargames conducted
over, for example, a two- to three-week period. The issue under consider-
ation at the start of any given wargame is to be tightly framed even if the
strategic problem being considered by the wargaming process is
unbounded at the outset. When used for the purpose of strategic adapta-
tion, the wargaming process is iterative with the membership changing as
the strategic problem becomes more bounded and a common narrative
and understanding emerges.

What are some of the limitations of the wargaming approach?

As mentioned earlier, without strong facilitation, the wargaming
approach may create more problems than it solves. Further, there can also
be cultural resistance to the approach, particularly in organizations that are
traditionally “top-down” or where broad consultation is not the norm. This,
too, can be overcome by strong facilitation. Finally, as with any approach,
the quality of the results produced are dependent on the quality of the
upfront effort—garbage in, garbage out.

Creating a shared understanding of the situation was the second step. This
entailed identifying and understanding the range of potential explanations for
what had happened; the potential futures for each explanation; and implica-
tions for any counteractions. To this end, all stakeholder representatives were
asked in turn (see Figure 3) to provide an explanation from their perspective
for the unexpected Taliban attack, using the most recent intelligence available.
Further, the stakeholders placed themselves in the shoes of the Taliban
commanders to try and see the situation from their point of view. By collating
these diverse perspectives, a number of hypotheses started to emerge about
potential causes and consequences. These ranged from “The Taliban attacked
because they believed ISAF was weak” to “The Taliban attacked because they
believed they were weak.”

The plausibility of each hypothesis was tested by submitting it to the adver-
sarial process of action-reaction-counteraction to see if it could explain how the
Taliban had pulled off the attack. That is, at key moments along the elapsed time-
line, each stakeholder was asked what their actions were at those times, followed
by potential enemy reactions based on their assumed intent and capability in the
given hypothesis. Next, given a plausible enemy reaction, each stakeholder con-
sidered what his or her counteractions should have been in order to prevent or
obstruct that reaction. By repeating this process for a number of different hypoth-
eses, patterns started to emerge. For example, despite the fact that the actions of
two hypotheses would be different, leading to different Taliban reactions, the
counteractions would frequently be the same or similar. For instance, a recurring
counteraction was “gathering intelligence on Taliban activity around the pro-
vincial capital.” One of the reasons this hadn’t happened in the lead-up to the
Taliban’s surprise attack was that the Royal Marines’ limited intelligence gathering
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assets were assigned to the battle groups outside Central Helmand where Taliban
activity was expected, not near the provincial capital. Hence, the Brigade com-
mander and his staff had a clear picture of the situation 50 miles away from their
headquarters but were blind just a few miles outside of it, a weakness ruthlessly
exploited by the Taliban. The wargaming, however, enabled such assumptions
to be surfaced and reviewed.

What these emerging patterns further did was creating areas of common
understanding between the different stakeholder groups, the capabilities each could
provide, and their issues. This was achieved by occasionally asking stakeholders to
role-play other “blue” stakeholders, and to challenge their own arguments from
others’ perspectives, thereby counteracting groupthink and cognitive biases. Conse-
quently, the wargaming process broke down personal, organizational, and cultural

FIGURE 3. A Tabletop Perspective of the Wargaming Layout for Developing Situational
Awareness, Strategy Making, and Rehearsal
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boundaries and got people engaging with other people and their hypotheses rather
than with the deliberate and sequential analysis of data: it created a shared situa-
tional awareness.

Maintaining a shared situational awareness was the third and ongoing step of
the process, as the situation on the ground would continuously evolve. For exam-
ple, while the Royal Marines and other stakeholders went through the series of
wargames to understand previous events and consider future implications, infor-
mation was coming in through sources on the ground and in the air of impending
Taliban attacks in other places within Central Helmand. Such intelligence would
immediately be fed into the modified wargaming process to consider the validity
of assumptions underpinning hypotheses and consequences for future intentions.
This iterative refinement of understanding produced, within a two-week time-
frame, an eighty percent explanation of what the Taliban had done, how, why,
and what they intended to achieve by doing it, but also the resource, manpower,
and morale implications of their temporary setback and potential future intentions.

The most important effect of the initial wargames was that it reduced the
ambiguity of the situation to a level at which a range of possible futures could be
foreseen (see Figure 4). Based on this, by late October 2008 each stakeholder could
essentially determine what information they would need to further refine their
understanding and create strategic options. However, the range of possible futures
combined with the fast pace of events on the ground in which the Taliban still held

FIGURE 4. How the Steps of the Modified Wargaming Process Reduced the Ambiguity
of Strategic Outcomes
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the initiative meant that environmental uncertainty remained too high to develop a
clear strategic direction. Time did not allow for this ambiguity to be reduced by
identifying and tracking trigger events that would signal that the situation on the
ground would move towards one or another possible future—a common practice
in scenario planning.31 The reason for the lack of time was that the deadline for
implementing the three original ISAF objectives for the 3 Commando Brigade’s
campaign had remained unchanged:

§ governor-led eradication of poppies had to be achieved in January-March
2009;

§ registration of 240,000 voters in January 2009 for the presidential election
in August of that year; and

§ development of the Afghan National Police in Central Helmand by the sum-
mer of 2009.

This meant that the implementation of the new strategy would have to
start by late November/early December 2008 and lay the ground for the achieve-
ment of these three objectives. Further, the Royal Marines and their stakeholders
did not have the resources to develop and pursue multiple strategies for a limited
number of scenarios that collectively accounted for the probable range of future
outcomes. The wargaming process provided, again, a way forward.

Option Wargaming

Finding the game-changer was the fourth step in the process. By comparing
the shared situational awareness with the needs of the Afghan people, the stake-
holders could see which pivotal objectives needed to be realized or explicitly
avoided in order to create a cascade of favorable outcomes. This allowed the iden-
tification of potential game changing strategic concepts, and for the stakeholders
to start moving from being adapters to shapers of the future. Further, wargaming
of these potential concepts provided insights into the operational and organiza-
tional changes stakeholders would have to make in order to get into a position
from which operations could be launched that would change the game and
achieve the strategic objectives. For example, to prevent the Taliban from disrupt-
ing stabilization and reconstruction efforts, military and security forces would
need to be brought in from outside Central Helmand. As the total number of
forces available for the whole of Helmand province was fixed, this meant that bat-
tle groups would need to be reorganized. Similarly, scarce resources such as intel-
ligence assets, bomb disposal experts, and logistics would need to be reallocated,
and where possible new capabilities acquired. With the situation on the ground
never being static, these operational and organizational changes towards shaping
the future would not be without risk. The wargaming process, however, enabled
the stakeholders to identify and review these risks, and to move to a position of
understanding where an informed choice could be made about which of the
tested strategic concepts to develop into a detailed plan.

Concept Wargaming

Planning for action was the fifth step in the process. At this point, con-
ventional approaches to military strategy planning could be used such as the
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“Seven Questions” (see Figure 5).32 As the previous steps had created a shared
situational understanding and common purpose (Questions 1-3 in the conven-
tional approach), the planning teams within the various military and civil organ-
izations used this planning approach from “Question 4” onwards. These questions
facilitated the development of possible courses of action to realize the chosen

FIGURE 5. The “Seven Questions” Strategy Planning Approach in its Conventional Form
and When Combined with Wargaming for Wicked Problems
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strategic concept, and estimated resource and scheduling requirements for each,
taking into account the desired and unwanted outcomes as well as constraints
discovered earlier in the wargaming process.

A factor that enabled the planning time needed to be compressed even fur-
ther was that as a result of engaging all civil and military stakeholders, their sub-
units, and teams from the outset, planning by each organization could be conducted
concurrently across all levels rather than in the typical consecutive top-down man-
ner. For the planners in 3 Commando Brigade HQ, who were responsible for the
coordination and integration of activities, this meant that the level of detail of their
strategy plan was not limited to just one level down, i.e., the efforts assigned to the
battle groups and supporting units constituting a brigade. The plan also included the
efforts of each and every sub-unit and team constituting the Brigade’s battle groups
and supporting units. As a result, the Gantt chart for the new strategy plan con-
sisted of 130 lines of enemy and friendly activities.

Throughout the development of possible courses of action (“Question 4”),
mini-wargames would be conducted in their conventional guise with relevant
stakeholder groups to test aspects of the overall plan and identify remedial actions.
For example, the Military Stabilization Support Teams, which are small specialist
teams that advise commanders of fighting units on reconstruction and development
matters, would play a key role in ensuring potential District Governors would be
willing to stand for election at the assembly to be held three days into the imple-
mentation of the new strategy in December 2008. To understand potential Taliban
reactions based on their assessed intent and capabilities, and any counteractions
needed, the relevant stakeholder groups involved would wargame their part of
the plan, as illustrated in Figure 6.

FIGURE 6. Example of a Turn in a Course of Action Wargame
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Rehearsal of Concept

Rehearsing the overall planwas the sixth step in the process of developing a new
campaign strategy. This entailed 40-50 unit and sub-unit leaders, military and civil,
physically walking through a large scale model of the area of operation, indicating
what their actions would be at each key decision point along the timeline. This
enabled participants as well as the Brigade planning team to visualize the effects of
courses of actions and the Taliban’s response in a sequential manner. Further, it
enabled the Brigade commander, who stood back from the 2-hour rehearsal itself,
to gain a big picture view of the plan in action and how it could evolve. Following
the rehearsal of the plan, the planning teams would where necessary refine and then
finalize the details of the plan.

Strategy Execution

Executing the strategy was the seventh and final step of the process, but also
the beginning for the next iteration of the strategy-making process: in dynamic
environments, strategy development and execution is a concurrent and continuous
process, not a periodic event, as any actions taken fundamentally alter the situation
to which others will react. Again, the wargaming process proved to be beneficial. As
the strategy was developed, tested, refined, and rehearsed in an open and collegial
way, a perceptible degree of self-synchronization developed during implementa-
tion. This meant that the diverse stakeholders were able to resolve issues rapidly
among themselves without the requirement for extensive consultation with higher
headquarters. Stakeholders knew what they were trying to do, they had a good
understanding of what everyone else was trying to do, and therefore when prob-
lems arose, they were able to rapidly assess the situation and form solutions among
themselves in line with the common intent. This made the whole organization,
some 6,000 strong, extremely agile and adaptive—essential qualities in a dynamic
and complex environment.

Although 3 Commando Brigade started their third tour of duty in Afghanistan’s
Helmand province with a strategy that lasted not more than three days, the new
strategy developed interactively with more than a dozen different stakeholders
in a 4-6 week period achieved the three ISAF objectives for the campaign and
created a cascade of favorable outcomes that stood the test of time.33

Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this article is to understand what it takes to effectively make
strategy as a network in the face of seemingly intractable problems. The elements
necessary for such an approach were found through synthesis of literature from
many different academic fields, leading to the argument for integrating these ele-
ments in a form of interactive and collaborative storytelling. The Royal Marines case
study illustrated what such an approach can look like as well as its practical deploy-
ment. Given this grounding and expanding on the extant literature, it follows that
this approach has broad applicability in all kinds of industries and markets—none
of the elements are military-specific.
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What this case study highlights against the strategy literature in particular is
the central role that storytelling naturally plays in individual and team sensemaking.
The situation on the ground in Afghanistan, combined with the immovable deadline
for achieving the three ISAF objectives, did not permit time for strategy classes, yet
everyone involved was able to quickly understand and apply the principles of war-
gaming with minimal instruction. People are natural storytellers and the human
brain is geared to learning through play. These aspects of human behavior are greatly
under-appreciated in the strategy literature and practice. When we face a challenge,
we don’t start by asking, “What does Porter’s Five Forces framework tell us to think
about?” Instead, we ask, “What does the situation reminds us of? Is it something we
faced in the past? Did that approach work, and would it here?” and explore options
by asking, “What would happen if…?” The wargaming approach structures this nar-
rative process in an orderly fashion so thatmany can participate simultaneously, pre-
mised by the fact that the principles of gaming empower the desire of stakeholders to
participate and be rewarded.34

It is notable how relatively quickly the wargaming approach led to more
than a dozen diverse organizations (i.e., different cultures, backgrounds, languages,
and ways of working), involving many thousands of people, coming together and
moving to a position from which they were successfully making strategy as one.
Typically, these developments are measured in months or even years, not weeks,
due to all kinds of organizational inertia (e.g., opposition from powerful vested inter-
ests, contractual issues, and limited resources). Although the Royal Marines started
with a situation of disagreement among powerful stakeholder groups and signifi-
cant resource constraints, there were no escalations of tensions or participants that
metaphorically dug in deeper to defend their position; the opposite happened. The
reason is that wargaming provided a safe context and simple structure for surfacing
and debating contentious or critical issues. This triggers more easily insights and
shifts in mindset than can be generated through reasoned arguments. Further,
the process is about involving stakeholders early and collectively developing a
vision for strategic change that engages participants on emotional, physical, intellec-
tual, or even spiritual levels. When people are engaged early and given the freedom
to discover and choose for themselves, and own the resulting story, they are far
more likely to commit to the outcome than when told what to do.35

Although the role of narrative in addressing many of today’s key leadership
challenges is increasingly more recognized in the broader literature, the Royal
Marines case study illustrates that the process of story crafting and telling for strat-
egy making is different when viewed through the lens of a network. Contrary to
popular notion, where a storyteller tells a story, authored perhaps by a select few,
to an audience in the hope of sparking action (e.g., a CEO telling a “burning
platform” story to his or her employees), in a network all participants are simul-
taneously author, actor, and audience. Further, in a network, this narrative
process is not necessarily linear as groups at different levels can concurrently
explore and create different narratives (wargames), the insights of which can be
fed back or forward into others before one coherent, forward-looking narrative
(strategy) emerges. That is, strategy as order emerges from chaos.36 However,
given that wicked problems have no stopping rule, the narrative doesn’t stop
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there: it continues to evolve during the execution of the strategy and throughout
following cycles of strategy making.

As noted, the wargaming approach to strategy making can be applied in
other contexts. For example, it can be used to expedite business integration fol-
lowing mergers and acquisitions, or to gain support for major public infrastructure
initiatives such as airport expansions in densely populated areas. To illustrate the
approach’s broad utility, we briefly focus here on two real, recent instances of its
application: the London Organizing Committee of the Olympic Games (LOCOG),
and a world leader in healthcare products and services (“PharmaCo”).

LOCOG

While LOCOG is not strictly dealing with strategic issues, it does routinely
wrestle with seemingly intractable problems that require rapid resolution. This
commercial organization, which was responsible for staging the 2012 Olympic
and Paralympic Games in London, expanded quickly and by the time the Games
had a workforce of almost 200,000 people (6,000 paid staff, 70,000 volunteers,
and around 100,000 contractor roles). In addition, it had to deal with many inter-
national, national, and local partners, suppliers, sporting and government bodies,
media, police, security, and transport. Of course, when the Games began, 14,700
athletes, 21,000 media and broadcasters, and millions of ticketholders were added
to the mix.37 As a commercial organization, the bottom line matters but so do a
number of other factors: for example, the immovable deadline of the Opening
Ceremony, and the overriding imperative of delivering an unforgettable experience
for competitors and spectators alike. These factors are frequently incompatible,
yet there is no time to find an optimal solution with planning and execution occur-
ring concurrently. The breadth, number, and power of stakeholders involved are
breathtaking, and they must all be engaged to ensure that the Games are delivered.
Rational, analytical, or directed problem solving does not work in this environment.
Inspired by an earlier version of this article, LOCOG therefore decided to test the
approach as detailed here. Following a successful trial period, wargaming has
now become the process of choice within LOCOG for facilitating rapid adaptation
to constantly changing circumstances.

“PharmaCo”

Until a few years ago, the world’s leading pharmaceutical companies could
rely on the sale of their blockbuster drugs to provide healthy revenues and profit
growth. However, shrinking drug pipelines due to lack of in-house innovation,
the expiry of patents on many blockbusters products, healthcare providers putting
pressure on prices, and increasing threats from generic competition have forced
leading drug companies to seek new strategies. Like many of its competitors,
“PharmaCo” dealt with these challenges by shifting focus from selling drugs to
health outcomes, and by restructuring sales, marketing, distribution, manufactur-
ing, and clinical development in order to reduce costs. In some areas this meant
doing more with less, but in many others it meant that core and non-core activi-
ties are increasingly being carried out by a large number of partners. However,
concerns about the company’s ability to maintain its competitive edge started to
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emerge when it was realized that outsourcing decisions in key areas had been
made without full regard of their impact on other business areas. Second, compe-
tencies necessary for managing a large and diverse network were underestimated
or lost as a result of job cuts. In an attempt to better understand the situation and
identify ways for addressing the most pressing concerns, a multidisciplinary task-
force was set up. Appreciating that “problems cannot be solved by the same level
of thinking that created them” (Einstein), this team decided to explore the utility
of wargaming for their purposes. Although it is early days, the approach is
enabling the development of better cross-functional relationships and common
understanding. Initial wargames focusing on non-core activities have also indi-
cated that a number of outsourcing contracts can be rationalized, securing further
savings. Next, the taskforce will focus the wargaming on core business areas.
Together with partner organizations, they intend to use these workshops to
explore the business changes necessary for effectively collaborating on the devel-
opment of pioneering healthcare solutions.

In a social world that changes constantly in complex, unpredictable, and
uncontrollable ways, success increasingly depends on an organization’s ability to
form meaningful relationships with others and quickly learn how to adapt to
new realities. Wargaming facilitates this in a simple and pragmatic way, making
it a powerful strategy tool for networked organizations to effect change.
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